**Studded Belt Tracing Pattern Template**

**Tools**
- Spot Setting Tool · No.0 (For punching holes to attach Acrylic Faceted Spot <9 mm> ×<13 mm>)
- Spot Setting Tool · No.2 (For punching holes to attach Round Head Spot <4.5 mm>)
- Plier (For bending spots prongs)
- Mallet (For hammering hole punch)
- Rubber Board (Underlay for hole punch)

**How to use**
Enable tracing locations for setting spots (where to punch holes) in sequence of the below design.
You can make arrangement for setting studs by tracing the patterns on not only belt, but also wallet, bag and so on.
Use them as patterns by pasting on thick paper such as card board.

**Spots**
- Acrylic Faceted Spot <9 mm> × 1
- Round Head Spot <4.5 mm> × 8

**Spots**
- Acrylic Faceted Spot <9 mm> × 2
- Acrylic Faceted Spot <13 mm> × 1
- Round Head Spot <4.5 mm> × 34

**Inlay**
- Eye shaped leather 25 mm × 112 mm

The size fits for 39 millimeters wide belt.

**Spots**
- Acrylic Faceted Spot <13 mm> × 1
- Round Head Spot <4.5 mm> × 12

※Introduced tools can be purchased on LeatherCraftTools.com website.
※All rights reserved. No part of this pattern may be reproduced or copied, except for personal use.